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We introduce a new class of dynamical systems, analog generalizations
shift registers, that can be designed with any number of degrees of freedom, generate optimal
pseudorandom noise, and exhibit nonlinear dissipative entrainment which can be used to decode signals
in communication and measurement applications.
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Almost all communications and measurement systems
benefit from modifying signals to make them appear to be
as random as possible; the benefits can include lower peak
power, greater channel sharing, higher resolution timing
measurements, better satisfaction of channel coding constraints, lower probability of unintended reception, and
and
improved resistance to interference, eavesdropping,
jamming [1]. A common method for introducing randomness is to modify the message of interest, m(t), by a deterministic pseudorandom [2] noise signal, x(t) Modulati. on
strategies include transmitting the product T(t) = x(t)m(t)
(thereby convolving or "spreading" the power spectrum),
"masking" the signal [T(t) = x(t) + m(t)], or a combination (T(t) = x(t) [1 + m(t)]) [3]. A receiver with an identical copy of the noise source can generate an output, y(t),
identical to x(t), and hence recover m(t) from the received
T(t) In practice. , however, one does not know the correct
initial condition to apply at the receiver, so y(t) and x(t)
will differ. Recovery of the message therefore typically
requires a cumbersome search, acquisition, and tracking
strategy for synchronizing y(t) with x(t) [1].
A more convenient synchronization method is suggested
by the observation that two chaotic dynamical systems can
entrain (or "lock"), so that their states become identical,
if they are suitably coupled (for example, by a forcing
term proportional to the difference between one or more
of the corresponding variables of the two systems) [4].
A chaotic receiving system locked onto a transmitter in
this way can then recover a message that is modulated
onto the coupling term [5]. In such a communications
application, the dynamical system serves two purposes:
the positive Lyapunov exponent(s) produces noise by
amplifying small fluctuations, and the dissipation produces
the lower-dimensional attractor needed for entrainment [6].
Although this idea is appealingly simple, most chaotic
A
systems produce "noise" that is far from random.
filter can be used to flatten the power spectrum of a
chaotic system, but this will not remove the higher order
correlations [7].
In this paper we introduce a new class of dissipative
nonlinear dynamical systems that generate ideal pseu-
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dorandom noise and can recover even large messages
These systems, which work
through simple entrainment.
in either discrete or continuous time, are analog generalizations of digital linear feedback shift registers (LFSR's),
commonly employed as pseudorandom noise generators
in conventional
spread-spectrum
applications [1]. We
briefly review some familiar aspects of LFSR's before describing the analog generalization.
LFSR's produce deterministic signals with optimal
pseudorandom properties, such as a flat power spectrum
within one repeat cycle. They consist of a single binary
variable x„updated in discrete time n by
N

x„= g a;x,

;

(mod2)

(I)

The coefficients a, are either 0 or 1 (with az = 1),
and are chosen so that the z transform of Eq. (1) does
not factor, which implies that the repeat time of the
sequence x, has its maximum possible value, 2~ — 1 (one
state is missing because the state of all zeros is a fixed
point). Such irreducible polynomials [on the Galois field
GF(2)] producing maximal sequences can be found by
applying Euclid s algorithm [1]. Convenient tabulations
exist of maximal polynomials with the minimum number
of nonzero a s ("taps") needed for a given order N;
for many values of N just two taps are needed [1].
The periodicity of an LFSR sequence can readily be
made so long as to be undetectable: if the update rate
is 1 GHz, then N's that exceed —
90 yield repeat times
longer than the age of the universe. A spread-spectrum
scheme based on pseudorandom noise from an LFSR is
weak [8], but has all of the desirable
cryptographically
attributes described in the introduction.
The state space of an LFSR comprises the corners of an
N-dimensional hypercube (one axis for each time delay),
and a maximal sequence visits each corner once in a
cycle. Because they are digital, LFSR's cannot entrain.
To produce an analog version capable of entrainment,
we replace the mod2 function in Eq. (1) by a continuous
function that is equal to it for integer arguments, has
a slope of magnitude less than one in the vicinity of
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these integer values, and necessarily then has unstable
fixed points between the integer values. This makes the
maximal sequence of the LFSR a stable attractor. An
example is the trigonometric function
1
x„= —
1

—cos

N

m

i=]

a;x,

(2)

where the a s are selected just as in the LFSR, although
the function need not be symmetrical or even strictly
periodic. We call this an analog feedback shift register
(AFSR). It has an attracting basin around the limit
cycle of period 2~ —1 on the corners of the hypercube
corresponding to the LFSR with the same a s. Starting
from arbitrary initial conditions that lie in this basin, an
AFSR will therefore produce, in the long-time limit, ideal
noise governed by the well-developed
pseudorandom
theory of LFSR design. This is illustrated for N = 12
by Fig. 1, which shows an LFSR sequence generated by
x, = x„ i + x, 4 + x„6 + x„]qmod2, with an initial
condition of all 1 s, and the relaxation onto this limit
cycle by a corresponding AFSR with an initial state of all
1's perturbed by random numbers chosen from a uniform
distribution on the interval ( —0. 1, 0. 1).
AFSR's are a particular example of the general result
that digital functions always admit analog generalizations
[9]. Conventional spread-spectrum systems usually have
an analog front end to convert received signals to digital
symbols; an AFSR can be viewed as merging the front
end detector with the LFSR. Another advantage of
Eq. (2) is that it can be implemented by a physical system
with continuous variables.
For example, for a two-tap
AFSR an optical system can represent x„by the phase
of the light, the time delays can be implemented by
two appropriately spaced beam splitters, and the AFSR
function realized by coherently summing the delayed
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FIG. l. A 12-tap LFSR register sequence (circles), and the
relaxation to this sequence of a corresponding AFSR (pluses)
which starts with the same initial conditions perturbed by
random numbers uniformly distributed between —0. 1 and 0. 1.
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beams and using the intensity to drive an optical phase
shifter (similar to the use of a photorefractive material to
build an optical phase-locked loop [10]). This may permit
AFSR's to run at very high frequencies.
We now explain how the global entrainment properties
of AFSR's can be used to code and recover messages.
Consider the following system:

x„= —cos
T„= x„(1 +

y„= —cos

a;

(3)

pm„),

(4)

m

vr

a;

E)y„'

+

1+ y„

)'

2

(if IIT. —il
I

(1

e sgn(T„)

o ~),

(otherwise) .

(6)
The transmitted signal T„ is generated by modulating the
with a pseudorandom
message
signal x, generated at
the transmitter by an AFSR (or the corresponding LFSR);
p, ()0) is the magnitude of the modulation, while im„i is
taken to be
Unlike in Eq. (2), x, in (3) has been scaled
so that the fixed points lie symmetrically at —1 and 1 rather
than at 0 and 1. The receiver, y„, updates its state by
combining an AFSR rule identical to that of the transmitter
with a piece, e sgn(T„), of the transmitted signal (where
0
e
1). Note that sgn(T„) is fed in to the receiver
6. If
only when the message is small, i.e. , iiT„i —li
the parameters 6 and p, are chosen to satisfy 0
6
2 —p„, then this condition guarantees that sgn(T„) = x„,
so feeding sgn(T„) tends correctly to lock y, with x„.
If iiT„i — li
6, then y„ is allowed to free-run: y„=
y,', . For e sufficiently large, the kicks from this sporadic
coupling can lock the receiver onto the transmitter, i.e. ,
make y„=
even though the modulation is large enough
to give T„and x„opposite signs and hence make this
locking impossible to achieve through simple inspection.
Knowing T„and x„one can immediately deduce m, . The
locked state is a stable attractor achieved for a broad set of
initial conditions of the receiver [11]. To illustrate, Fig. 2
shows the state of the transmitter x„(circles) and receiver
y„(pluses) recovered by Eq. (6) from a transmitted signal
incorporating a message uniformly randomly distributed
between —1 and 1, with p, = 1.8, 6 = 0.2, and e = 1.
This use of irregular perturbations to produce locking is
similar to the use of occasional feedback in controlling
chaos [12,13].
If one restricts p, to be sufficiently small, approximate
message retrieval can be achieved by replacing Eq. (6)
with a simpler receiver equation that is always applied,
similar to those used for entrainment in chaotic systems:

I,

(1.

( (

( (
(

)

x,

y, = (1 —e)y, + ET„.
Here the term eT„ is responsible for the approximate entrainment of y„ to x„, and hence the approximate recovery
'
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perturbed by the message, enabling it to produce a better
estimate of the transmitter's state x, and hence of the message. While the recovery error can be reduced by adding
a similar forcing term to the transmitter [5(b)], the sensitivity of the receiver to channel noise will still depend on
the coupling strength. Figure 3 shows the error y,' —x,
as a function of e for short times, the dependence on e of
the time to lock, and the variance of the error after locking (all for p, = 0.01). The functional dependence of the
locking time on the register length and signal strength is
The approximate linear decurrently being investigated.
pendence of the asymptotic error on e for small e can
be understood by recognizing that, if the error in the re— ), then [(y,'[ —I =
ceiver's state is 6 = g, ,
—
—
+
cos[~
a;(I
I( = vr~A~/8 One. itera)/2]
()
P;
tion of the AFSR function thus reduces the error in the
new value y,' from O(A) to O(b, ~), and so to first order in
5 the error in y„ is just equal to the amount of the message
coupled in, which is proportional to e. Instead of keeping
e constant, it is also possible to start with e large to lock
quickly and then decrease it to reduce the error.
Equations (3) and (5) are discrete-time maps, requiring
the transmitter and receiver clocks to be synchronized.
This timing recovery can be done with a phased-lock
loop, but it is also possible to generalize the AFSR
Beyond the obvious
map to continuous-time dynamics.
relevance for applications, the construction of continuoustime systems with the desirable noise characteristics of the
AFSR's is of theoretical interest. We now describe how
to accomplish this task.
Consider the following delay-differential equation:
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FIG. 2. The transmitted

signal

T„(solid), transmitter

state x„

(circles), and receiver state y„(pluses), from Eqs. (3) —(6) with
m„uniformly randomly distributed between —1 and 1, p, = 1.8,
6 = 0.2, and e = 1, showing locking with p, large enough to
give x„and T„different signs.

of

I,

. The coupling strength e controls a tradeoff between the time required for entrainment and the accuracy
of the retrieval. When e = 0 the incoming signal does
not influence the receiver, so there can be no synchronization. If e = 1, the receiver has no autonomous dynamics,
and so the incoming signal simply passes through it [14].
As e is decreased from 1, the receiver takes progressively
longer to lock onto the signal, but its internal state is less
d
dt

=

3
+ Ae(z(t) —z, )cos
e, (x —x')

~

1
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)-;=2

+ x(t —1/2) l
2

1

—cos mrna, '

I

(x„; y„,

)

(

+ x[t —(2i —1)/2]
2

(8)

where e~()0), z, ((1), and A are positive parameters, and z(t) = cos(27rt) is a forcing function with unit period.
Equation (8) produces a continuous pseudorandom noise signal x(t) with x(t) = ~1, except for t s very close to integer
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FIG. 3. A LFSR coupled to an AFSR by Eqs. (3) —(5) and (7). The left plot shows the time dependence of the error y„' —x„as
a function of the coupling constant e, the middle plot shows the time to lock for an ensemble of 100 random initial conditions (the
solid line connects the average locking times), and the right plot shows the standard deviation of the error after locking.
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pseudorandom
dynamics.
They provide an interesting
environment
to explore nonlinear entrainment, and for
practical communications applications combine the best
features of digital spread-spectrum and chaotic designs.
We are pleased to acknowledge valuable input from
Scott Kirkpatrick, Paul Horowitz, Charles Tresser, and
Patrick Worfolk. N. G. is grateful for support from IBM
and Hewlett-Packard.
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FIG. 4.

A continuous-time AFSR (solid line) with a random
initial condition, locking onto the signal from a transmitter
(dashed line), for m(t) = 0, d, = 1.0, e~ = 0.5, e2 = 1.0, and

A

= 4.7.
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